Electrostatic interactions of charged dipolar proteins in reverse micelles.
The electrostatic interactions in a reverse micelle containing a small-ionized protein are studied by Monte Carlo simulation. The electrostatic contribution to the potential of mean force of the protein in the reverse micelle is determined for a neutral protein, a uniformly charged protein, and a uniformly charged protein with a dipole moment. The effect of addition of a simple electrolyte is studied. While symmetrically distributed micellar charge exerts no force on enclosed ionic species, the protein is driven to the micellar wall due to interactions with simple ions. Protein binding to the inner wall of the micelle can be regulated by added salt. The presence of a dipole drives the protein further to the wall. These effects are studied for several proteins characterized by different charges and dipole moments. For a weakly charged protein with a strong dipole moment the contribution of dipolar interaction to the free energy can represent a major driving force for protein solubilization in the microemulsion.